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Is kept secret Ontario's plan to pay for certain services and for-profit clinics
is a model BC has used for years and has made changes to Dr. David
Urbik is head of surgery at women's college hospital in Toronto. He says
most Canadians may not realize but hospitals are only funded to do a
specific number of surgeries per year governments could pay to schedule

added surgeries on evenings or weekends but the real issue is staffing. We need people
particularly nursing care the Angus Reid Institute survey shows political leanings tend to drive
people's views on privatization Christine Burak CBC news, Toronto and that is your World this
hour for CBC news Neil her land. Thank you for listening. Hi. I'm jeff goods. You're listening to
CBC radio one now from the public radio exchange we bring you the World a news magazine
program featuring stories and music from around the globe.

Tragedy in the Mediterranean as a vote of refugees breaks of hard some
say European rules and made such disasters more likely the incident this
weekend which some 100 migrants drowned off the coast of Italy is just
the latest it's a particularly terrible example of a story york's BC now full
blast, 7 or 8 years. Also today, the story of the war in Ukraine. Sounds

pretty different when Beijing is explaining it to its citizens join us officials are saying that the
country pouring weapons into the war for the profit is literacy obviously is is America I marco
women and some classic stories by British author Roald Dahl for are getting an update it's just
being kind of the reason is because Let's keep this in perspective weakening or comes to


